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Introduction
Bilateral Investment Treaty (hereinafter “BIT”) is a treaty signed between two States and is
considered the most relevant source of international investment law; They ought to ensure
that a State is investment-friendly.
With a BIT, expectations are created for both Parties, and for the foreign investors of each
contracting State; Such expectations in the case of the latter tantamount to the substantive
standarts of protection of the investment, that when breached trigger the dispute settlement
system established in the BIT.
However, this raises discussions around tax and investment law as set bellow.

The BIT’s, FDI and State Sovereignty
The increased interest on BITs goes back to the end of 1980s, as the lending of capital by
international banks decreased, thus States start competing for BITs as a form of
capitalization of their economies;1 Hence, thousands of BIT’s focus on the attraction of
Foreign Direct Investment (hereinafter “FDI”).2
The parties involved on BITs are are States typically with different economic status, which
dictates that the negotiation of BITs concludes with more favourable terms for the
investing State, and restrictions of action for the host State.
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In Re Salini Construttori SpA Italstrade SpA v Morocco3 the tribunal built the concept of
foreign investment which requires a “contribution to the host State’s development”.4
Another ICSID Tribunal, interpreted the US-Argentina BIT and found that parties of the
BIT signed it with the intention to promote greater economic cooperation.5
The majority of BIT’s define investment, investors, the standards of protection of the
investment and establish the system of dispute settlement; 6 Unarguably a BIT has three
fundamental goals, (i) the protection of the investment; (ii) the development of the
economy of the Parties; (iii) and liberalization of economic environment of the host State.7
As proper instrument for protection of investments against unfair expropriation,8
unarguably they limit their sovereignty, in return for the attraction of foreign investment,9
especially when they envisage to facilitate the investment inflows and promotion of
economic prosperity of host States.10
Actuality BIT’s represent a strength of foreign investor, when seriously restrict the ability
of host States to regulate over matters that contribute for its developments.11 See how the
USA model BIT prohibits the establishment of performance obligations beyond what is
established by international law, regarding the requirements of local content.12
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BIT’s are not aimed to create a collision between both States, but instead to summarize the
interests of the parties for a joint purpose.13 Thus, is it really true?
The standards of protection established in BIT’s as “fair and equitable treatment –
“including reasonableness, consistency, non-discrimination and transparency”14 or no
expropriation without a fair compensation are set for the protection of the investor and/or
the investment and few refers to the development of the host State, apart from the promise
of attraction of capital.15
For the foreign investor the decision to perform an investment on another State is often
highly costly and long term-risky, hence the BIT and its guarantees aims to minimize every
risk that may arise during the period of investment.16
For the host State, it is considered that FDI enhances sustained economic growth, creating
jobs, stimulating competitiveness and entrepreneurship, transferring technology and knowhow. Nevertheless, BITs do not make them measurable for balance with the guarantees of
protection of investment.17
BIT’s achieve the goal of investment protection while establishing a separate system of
dispute resolution, submitting them to international jurisdiction, outside the control of the
host State institutions.18
Consequently they often create in the host State the temptation to relax essential legislation
that can guarantee their development.19 This often happens with tax incentives which are
non-discriminatory on profit.20 They restrict State sovereignty, insofar to maintain the
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inflow of FDI States abstain from taking necessary legislative and administrative actions to
protect national interests;21 They may avoid a change on that legal structure that entitles the
investor to bring claims for breach of substantive standarts of protection.22
Nevertheless, it is indisputable how taxes are essential to provide public capital to invest in
local infrastructures and promote the local economy. By renouncing this type of resources,
the host State limits its capacity of development, creating jobs, or developing its
infrastructures.23 Moreover, they represent
However, if the BIT is negotiated to create a win-win situation, they ought to ensure that
obligations related to investment do not limit or circumscribe the regulatory power of the
host State to allow its development.24 For Gazzini the provisions contained on BIT’s
should not create expectations of weakning the legal system of host State to accommodate
investments or pressure the host State to relax legal measures that reflect the protection of
sustainable development.25
Tax issues related to investment are subject to Double Taxation Treaties – “DTT”,
however investors tends to use international arbitration, as they are not dependent of
diplomatic interests to initiate a dispute, and the basis of the dispute is a breach of
substantive rights of protection of BIT such as the FET or indirect expropriation, p.e with a
new tax measure targeting a specific investor in a discriminatory way.26
While the DTT disputes are subject to a prior action of the States,27 unarguably this system
is less repressive of the State sovereignty than the one on a BIT.
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Additionally, the assessment and collection of tax is a matter of public policy; Hence,
should a private arbitral authority decide over a matter of public policy, risking the
challenge of the enforcement of an award on grounds of being contrary to public policy? 28
It is therefore necessary that the tribunal clarifies if the measure was for the benefit of a
whole country and represents fair assessment of taxes.29
Conclusion
Marxists “characterized foreign investment as the recolonization of host States”,30 due to
high standards of protection of foreign investor that may encourage the control of local
economies and the transference of control over local assets to foreign entities.31 A BIT
should not only create a strong net of protection of investment, but also reinforce the host
State sovereignty to adopt all policies to allow its development.32
Hence, in terms of international protection over tax disputes, whereas the DDT do not
threatens the State’s sovereignty, BIT’s empowers investors to act against States even
when public policy issues that are essential for their development are at the heart of the
discussion.
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